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About This Content

Save 75% and jump in to the battle in style with the Ultimate Skins Pack. Own fourteen of the most desired and unique skins
plus twelve ships, each boasting a 20% boost to credit earnings in battle - and a 360 day timed booster to push your credit

earnings even higher.

Pack Contains:
Brawler – Taurus Ultimate Skin
Destroyer – Ares Ultimate Skin

Displacer – Typhoon Ultimate Skin
Enforcer – Hellhound Ultimate Skin
Enforcer - Cerberus Ultimate Skin

Hunter – Orion Ultimate Skin
Interceptor – Icarus Ultimate Skin
Protector – Athena Ultimate Skin

Reaper – Azrael Ultimate Skin
Watchman - Poseidon Ultimate Skin

Raider - Akula Ultimate Skin
Colossus - Charon Ultimate Skin

Gladiator - Calypso Ultimate Skin
Gladiator - Mimas Ultimate Skin

All nine ships
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360 day timed credit booster

You will not be reimbursed for any ships you currently own.
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Title: Fractured Space - Ultimate Skins Pack
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Edge Case Games Ltd.
Release Date: 3 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 64bit Windows 7 SP1 / Windows 8 / Windows 8.1 / Windows 10

Processor: 2.3+ GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DX11 with Feature Level 11, SM5

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 16 GB available space

Additional Notes: Make sure your drivers and Windows are updated. Supported chipsets: NVIDIA 470 GTX, AMD HD6850,
Intel HD4600 or greater. Laptop versions of these chipsets may not be supported. Updates to your video and sound card drivers
may be required. We'll be constantly updating the game to lower the required specs, so bear with us if your machine is
struggling.
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0 hours! That's \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t. I played for like a whole 9 minutes or so lol. (okay, okay it
was mostly in the menus :P)
http:\/\/youtu.be\/994kQZScPsQ
I played Cult of the Wind online for a few minutes (the only other person at the time online disconnected; and there wasn't
really much point in me running around alone for any longer) and glanced at the level editor.

The game look\u2019s alright. The sound effects didn't sound as \u2018pretend\u2019 as I expected i.e. they didn\u2019t sound
like people just making sounds with their mouths e.g. \u2018pew pew!\u2019

You control a person pretending to be a plane pitted against other people pretending to be planes in online matches (at least
that's the idea). The match that I played appeared to be in a capture the flag mode.

You have the option to customise your character outfit. However at the moment there doesn\u2019t appear to be much in the
way of options. When I played there was a single dedicated server. I did not find any other servers. This only option for a server
had a ping of 9999. Not sure how accurate that was. I was able to join. But there was only one other person on the server. I had
to fiddle around trying to figure out how to spawn and not be in the same same team as the only other player. I was able to
experience a dogfight which was amusing. However my opponent soon disconnected and I was left alone on the server. So I
took a look at the level editor. I made a box and stuck a flag to it. It doesn\u2019t doesn\u2019t seem to be something that a
casual player can just pick up and use.

It has some unique gameplay elements that offer a different experience. Potentially this game could be a lot of fun. If you can
find people to play it with. But I really find it hard to justify the $15 price tag when I was only able to get a few minutes of
gameplay with another person and when there are a lot of good games already out there that are free. I recommend that you wait
for a special or for the price to drop if you are really keen to try. A sale will probably also boost the player base so that there will
actually be people online to play with.

Update:

Look's at credit card receipt two days later. Wait I payed $15 USD to play THIS game?

Click here for more let\u2019s play videos =). Save your money.. This is an amazing soundtrack. This is definitely something I
will listen to regularly and highly recommend purchasing if you're into bluesy old time guitar. It's beautiful and a tad spooky at
the same time.. As a fan of interactive narrative fiction, I was curious to try the innovative gameplay described in the product
page. What I wasn't prepared for was becoming obsessed with it! A modern mystery tied to the deep past, rather than the usual
inventory-item-unlocks-narrative paradigm, Heaven's Vault only gives you the parts of the story that you, as an archaeologist,
uncover or translate. The world building is deep and satisfying. The only negative I have to offer is that the ending felt just a
little weak after 25 hours of gameplay building to it, but I will say that the ending felt very natural as opposed to a contrived
doomsday scenario with multiple explosions.

That said, I think the game is a true innovative standout. Inkle has just gone on my "must watch" list of studios.. After playing
five hours of the game I can highly recommend it. I highly enjoy space sim like Strike Suit Zero, Wing Commander and star
citizen

Story is enjoyable and kept me entertained were playing the flight controls on an Xbox controller where a little slippy for my
liking but I quickly learned to adjust and the art style was pleasant to look at. A great motorcycling game for people and its
hilarious watching yourself fail, sorta like Wipeout.. its not good. This pack is AWSOME for the price!!! The F1's are the best
you can drive right now in any sim IMHO. Codemasters have real work to do I am sorry to say!! The RedBull ring is rendered
very well!!! The sound of the lambo is smile inducing!! Can't wait for the next pack with PORSCHES!!!!! :). Not worth the 10
cents
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it is very good and hard to work you got to worth your speed and i recommend it. I'm really blown away by the graphics,
interesting storyline and amazing gameplay. It's exactly what I've been looking for. Well made game overall.. low enemy variety,
good gun play, terrible speed and bullet sponge enemies, drug references for no reason (thought it would be comical but it's
quite stale, like an after thought) some of which are useful to get out of a situation where the enemies on screen become too
many and pin you in a corner.

Overall it's the visuals and noise, gameplay is tight but just is meh all around. Was hoping for an SAS4 replacement, still
looking. This just isn't worth more than 3 bucks if that.

If on sale, go for it, fun, but not really. I wish steam had a meh button.. Interesting game, fast to download. Cute artwork.. My
favorite nutjob. She has her own lines, to boot. Would recomend even at full price.. Big bugs still in this expansion. If you get
the displacement spell, good luck using it. Tried to use the hidden pouch object several time only to find I dropped the object I
was trying to put in it. Tried it a second time, it looked like the object was going to drop again so I didn't use it only to have the
AI immediately pilfer the object I was trying to protect. I have nothing but anger for this bugged expansion.. This game is
addicting and funny as hell! Look out for betrayals, they are the worst!!! I want to compete every quest, like I said....addicting!
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